Israel Diary March 2005
Introduction
Ever since my old friend Paul Jackson
moved to Israel in 2000, he’d nagged
me frequently to visit him and wife Miri
Golan in Israel. His final trump card
taunt was:
“Dave, if Saburo Kase and Tomoko Fuse
can come to Israel, why the hell can’t you?
Be our special guest at our convention at
a holiday village kibbutz on the shores of
the Sea of Galilee.”
I couldn’t resist.
Paul offered a further temptations:
“We can arrange an exhibition of your
work at an art gallery in Tel Aviv. Do
something a bit pretentious: we’d prefer
geometric or abstract work because
animals and standard origami repertoire
may be considered kitsch by Israeli art
establishment.”

Jerusalem landscape

Gallery. We choose of plinths and display
material for painting in white by staff.

“We’ll edit a booklet collection of Brill
diagrams, called Dave Brill Selected
Models 1997-2004.”
Almost 3 months solid work of folding
preceded my departure. The night before
departure, I flat-packed the various unit
items (IKEAgami?) into my suitcase,
found that the luggage was 20 kgs
overweight, unpacked and started again.

preparations nearly complete
exhibition preparations

Extracts from my diary:

Thurs 10 March
On arrival, Miri gives me all the details
of my full and varied programme. This
includes teaching origami at the Israeli
Origami Center’s famous Jerusalem
Peace Project for Israeli and Palestinian
Children, at one of her schools for
problem children, and at a group meeting
of school teachers. All this in addition
to the convention, set-up of my one-man
show and tourism. I’m going to be busy!
In the afternoon, my first visit to the
venue for my exhibition, the Constante

Constant Gallery exterior

pavement units

Sat 12 March
Evening opening of my exhibition at
Constant Gallery Ramat Gan, Tel Aviv:
maybe100 visitors.
Silver dodecahedron and rotating
double cubes

Pavement installation

Spiky star

hand pavement block

half cube series

Sun 13 March

Thurs 17 March

Morning teaching with Miri at Broshim
special school where Miri has taught
origami regularly for a number of years.
These are children with some learning
difficulties and I teach two classes
of a dozen or so kids as well as the
whole school! They seem intelligent,
knowledgeable and normal to me…

To Haifa with meeting with Paul &
Miri’s friend, Eli Lancman to learn of
his contacts with Yoshizawa, and see his
collection of Yoshizawa originals.
Then on to Kneret (Sea of Galilee) to get
set up for convention. Stunning evening
approach to Galilee. Biblical locations all
around.

Mon 14 March

Fri 18 March

Miri, Jonathan and I go sightseeing in
Jerusalem. We are very sad to receive
news of Akira Yoshizawa’s death.

Set up of exhibition and folding
informally. Impressive heads by Saadya.
Opening of convention after lunch. The
atmosphere is the familiar one I love:
everyone enthusiastic, happy and keen

Paul rejoins at Folding Together Peace
Project. Reminiscences of AY with
delightful Israeli and Palestinian kids.
It is a doubly moving occasion for me
to see these children from opposing
backgrounds working and playing
together with origami, oblivious of their
differences. They seem to an outsider to
be normal, happy kids. Akira Yoshizawa
would have been proud of this wonderful
work.

gallery interior

Folding Together: Yoshizawa butterflies

Paul Jackson with Yoshizawa monkey

to learn new folds and to meet friends
old and new. All this in such stunning
surroundings!

Paul talks about Yoshizawa and shows
original models. Yoshizawa’s Butterfly
taught to everybody.

Mask folding opening fold (bit of
a struggle!), then Fiddler (easier…).
Convention farewells.

Separate folding sessions: I teach my
fairy.

Sun 20 March

Evening performances:
• flapping birds folded by teams
arranged in a circle.
• Footfolding

Midday departure with PM&J by car to
Dead Sea. Arrival at En Gedi at sunset
with pink mountains of Jordan far across

Mon 21 March
To En Gedi spa for sulphurous water
bath, mud treatment outdoors under
powerful though harmless sun (400 feet
below sea level) then bathing and folding
in Dead Sea. Drive back to Jerusalem for
second visit to Peace Project: we fold a
mask with kids.

Wed 23 March
Return flight: I arrive home tired but
happy.
Postscript impressions.

En Gedi kibbutz landscape

Brilly showing half cube units

the water. This place is where last year’s
Israeli convention was held, and Miri
wants to discuss with the management a
possible future event there.

Extraordinary experience. Miri and
Paul went to a lot of effort to show me
many different sides of the country, and
to immerse me in the varied origami
activities of the Israeli Origami Center.
I worked hard but willingly to repay
this detailed planning on my behalf.
Extraordinary Peace Project with
Israeli/Palestinian kids . Eli Lancman
charismatic: a further fascinating contact
with Yoshizawa.
My one man show was a success. The
obligation to fold a lot of exhibits was
very stimulating for me.
My huge thanks to Paul, Miri, Jonathan
and all my new Israeli friends.

Saadya Sternberg’s heads

Much hilarity.

Sat 19 March

Mask session

Dead Sea folding

